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Magnetic Focusing of Composite Fermions through Arrays of Cavities
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The magnetoresistanceRxx was investigated in arrays of abutted square cavities with lengthsL
ranging from 500 nm to 1.2 mm near filling factor n  1y2. Maxima in Rxx occur for effective
magnetic field values satisfying the magnetic focusing condition between the cavity spacing and the
cyclotron radius of composite fermions, also for the effective magnetic field direction when composite
fermions are deflected in the directionopposite to that of electrons. The experimental data are
compared with simulation results based on a quasiclassical dynamics of composite fermions in soft
potentials. [S0031-9007(96)01048-4]
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Although the physical mechanisms responsible for
integer quantum Hall effect (IQHE), accounted for in
single electron picture, and the fractional quantum H
effect (FQHE), where electron-electron interaction effe
play a decisive role, are quite different, there exists a st
ing similarity in experiment. The latter has motivat
Jain [1] to put forward the composite fermion (CF) p
ture in which the electron-electron interaction manife
itself in a nucleation of an even number of flux quanta
each electron resulting in CFs experiencing a reduced
ternal magnetic field. The FQHE may then be regar
as the IQHE of CFs on an effective magnetic field sc
Beff, whereBeff is zero at filling factorn  1y2, posi-
tive for n , 1y2, and negative forn . 1y2. Further-
more, Halperinet al. [2] have predicted the existenc
of a Fermi sea and a well-defined Fermi wave vec
for CFs, pointing the way towards quasiclassical exp
ments, such as commensurability oscillations in perio
structures and transverse magnetic focusing, to prove
existence of these quasiparticles and their quasiclas
cyclotron motion. Surprisingly, such “classical” siz
effects were found in antidot-array [3], surface-acous
wave [4], and magnetic-focusing experiments [5]. Ho
ever, the latter experiment fails to show focusing
Beff , 0 upon collector-injector reversal when CFs a
supposed to deflect opposite to the direction of electro
Here, magnetic focusing is investigated in a different
ometry. Arrays of micron-sized cavities (Fig. 1), orig
nally designed for studying interference phenomena
were chosen, because they exhibit large electron-focu
peaks similar to a device explored by Nakamuraet al. [7]
and allow for ensemble averaging in a single meas
ment to effectively suppress conductance fluctuations
For sufficiently small cavities, clear CF focusing sign
can be discerned also for negativeBeff (contrary to pre-
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vious findings). Another central difference to the expe
iments of Goldmanet al. [5] is the absence of focusing
for increased cavity spacingL. These and other observe
experimental features are in remarkable agreement w
quasiclassical calculations of the CF dynamics in s
potentials.

The samples were prepared from a high-mobility GaA
AlGaAs heterojunction. Under brief illumination with
a red light-emitting diode (LED), the carrier densityns

and electron mobilitym at 1.5 K, prior to electron-beam
lithography, were, respectively,ø1.9 3 1011 cm22 and
2.4 3 106 cm2yV s, corresponding to an elastic mean fr

FIG. 1. (a) Scanning electron micrograph of a3 3 10 square
cavity array with a periodL of 500 nm and a row distance
of 5 mm and (b) an enlargement under an angle of75±

of a 700 nm cavity with a lithographic opening widthW
of 230 nm. Transverse magnetic-focusing trajectoriesFij for
harmonic indexi and subharmonic indexj have been added.
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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path, Le
f , of ø17.3 mm. The longitudinal resistivity at

filling factor n  1y2, rCF
xx , is approximately 50 times

the zero-field resistivity,re
xx , from which one estimates a

CF mean free path,LCF
f  s

p
2 re

xxyrCF
xx dLe

f , of 500 nm.
Hall bars with alloyed AuGeyNiyAu contact pads were
fabricated by standard techniques. Arrays of squa
cavities, with lengths ranging from 500 nm to1.2 mm and
consisting of 3 rows (in series) of 10 cavities (in paralle
were defined by electron-beam lithography (Fig. 1) a
a subsequent reactive ion etch with SiCl4. The cavities
have an opening widthW of ø230 nm . Four-point
magnetoresistance measurements, sketched in the ins
Fig. 2, were carried out in a dilution refrigerator with
an 18 T superconducting coil using standard ac loc
in techniques with the external magnetic field applie
perpendicular to the two-dimensional electron gas.
the dark the cavity openings were depleted and carri
appeared only after brief illumination with a red LED
Magnetoresistance traces of the 500 nm period cav
array and an adjacent unpatterned reference section of
Hall bar for magnetic fields up to 18 T are presented
Fig. 2. The magnetic field positionB1y2 at half filling was
determined from nearby well-developed fractions with a
uncertainty of650 mT .

Figure 3 shows expanded views of the magnetores
tanceRxx near B  0 of the L  500 nm, 700 nm, and
1.2 mm cavity arrays. The sharp features inRxx occur
for magnetic fields satisfying the following matching con
dition between the center-to-center spacingL of adjacent
constrictions and theelectroncyclotron radiusRe

c [9],

FIG. 2. Comparison of the magnetoresistanceRxx  VyI
of an L  500 nm cavity array (solid) with that of the
adjacent unpatterned reference section (dashed) of the Hall
with a carrier concentration of1.5 3 1011 cm 22 —after weak
illumination—for magnetic fields up to 18 T at 180 mK. Th
solid trace between 10 and 12 T is blown up in Fig. 3(a). T
cool down procedure (for a description see Ref. [14]), used
minimize rCF

xx , accounts for the axis break.
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ci  Lj with i, j  1, 2, ..., (1)

for which electrons transmitted through one of the cav
openings is focused into another cavity, resulting in
resistance maximum. The electron trajectoriesFij for
different harmonic indexi and subharmonic indexj
are illustrated in Fig. 1. When the cyclotron diamet
becomes comparable to the effective width of the cav
openings, the resolution of the collecting constriction

FIG. 3. Comparison of the electron (left axes) and CF (rig
axes) magnetic focusing spectra forL  500 nm, 700 nm, and
1.2 mm cavity arrays with respective carrier concentrations
after different levels of illumination—of1.4 3 1011, 2.0 3
1011, and 1.55 3 1011 cm22. For ease of comparison, the
magnetic field scale of the CF curves has been divided by

p
2

and the curves have been shifted horizontally to makeB1y2
coincide with B  0. The CF traces in (a) and (b) show
pronounced focusing peaksFi1 for negative (effective) field
sn . 1y2d. For theL  1.2 mm cavity they are absent. Only
a weakF11 focusing peak can be discerned in (a) for positiv
effective field. The bottom curve in (a) has been obtained
subtracting a linear background from the CF curve (35, 10 kV
offset). CF curves in (b) do not go beyondBeff  0.5 T since
this corresponds to the maximum field of our magnet. For t
CF traces in (b) the less pronounced asymmetry can be ascr
to a reduced saddle potential as expected for a largerns value.
The temperature dependence ofRxx of the L  700 nm cavity
array nearn  1y2 has been indicated (from top to bottom
100, 320, 700, 830 mK). Subsequent curves have a resista
offset of 2200 V for readability.
2273
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distinguish higher harmonicsi is lost. Different from the
dual-quantum-point-contact geometry [9], focusing pea
are observed for both positive and negativeB, since
each constriction simultaneously serves as injector
collector.

The Rxx tracesaround n  1y2 are also depicted in
Fig. 3. Oscillatory structure, reproducible upon therm
cycling and absent in the unpatterned section, is clea
visible for the 500 and 700 nm period arrays, but h
vanished for a cavity lengthL of 1.2 mm. To estab-
lish that quasiclassical focusing of the CF is equivale
to its electron counterpart at weak magnetic fields,
sistance maxima should be looked for at resonant eff
tive magnetic field intervals that differ by a factor of

p
2

from those determined from Eq. (1)—due to comple
spin polarization atB1y2 [2]. Scaling the magnetic field
axes of the high-field traces by1y

p
2 results in a remark-

able coincidence between the high- and low-field fe
tures and serves, together with the proper scaling beh
ior with cavity length, as compelling evidence that the
features aroundn  1y2 can be attributed to transvers
magnetic focusing of CFs. The focusing features
washed out upon raising the temperature above 700
[Fig. 3(b)], whereas electron-focusing peaks persist
to temperatures exceeding 20 K. Subharmonics (j . 1),
requiring ballistic transport across larger distances,
not resolved. Strikingly, moreharmonics appear near
n  1y2 than aroundB  0 [F31 and F41 in Fig. 3(b)].
Although an analysis of the amplitude of the focusing fe
tures is made difficult because of the background re
tance, there appears to be no clear downward trend w
increasing indexi, in sharp contrast to the electron cas
Finally, one notices a clearly developed asymmetry inRxx

around n  1y2 for the CF trace in Figs. 2 and 3(a
Although the fundamental focusing peakF11 shows up
at either side, higher harmonics are weaker forBeff . 0
(n , 1y2).

To gain a qualitative understanding of the observ
differences between the focusing behavior of CFs a
electrons, their quasiclassical dynamics has been stud
These differences are (i) the increasing (instead of
creasing) heights of the focusing peaks for increasin
negativeB0

eff, (ii) the asymmetry of the focusing peak
for positive and negative effective magnetic fieldsB0

eff,
and (iii) the larger magnetic field range over which focu
ing peaks are observed. In a hard-wall potential both
electron and CF dynamics would be identical. Howev
when using a model potentialUsx, yd with soft walls, as
in experiment, differences are anticipated, since chan
in the density cause a spatially varying effective magne
field for CFs according to [10]

Beffsx, yd  B0
eff 1 B1y2

Usx, yd
EF

, (2)

where EF is the Fermi energy andB0
eff  B 2 B1y2 is

the effective magnetic field far away from thesoft walls.
2274
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Details of the calculations will be given elsewhere [11
However, it is worth noting that the unknown mass
the CFs does not affect their trajectories even in arbitr
potentials, but only their velocities [10].

The use of a simple 3-constriction model with sadd
point potentials in each opening [Fig. 4(a)] allows o
to understand the above-mentioned differences found
experiment. Electrons and CFs are ejected from
central emitter (out of the cavities in experiment) mark
by an arrow. The reflection coefficientR, i.e., the
probability for a trajectory to return through any o
the 3 openings, is calculated assuming perfect spec
reflection for electrons and CFs in Figs. 4(a) and 4(
respectively. The fine structure ofRxx in the experiment
is directly related toR. From the central opening two

FIG. 4. The reflection coefficientR is shown for (a) elec-
trons vs magnetic field and (b) CFs vseffectivemagnetic field
in units of B0 corresponding to a cyclotron diameterL far
from the constrictions. Particles are injected from the ce
tral opening, marked by an arrow, of the 3-constriction mod
potential Usx, yd  U0UxsxdUys y 2 LdUysydUys y 1 Ld with
Uxsxd  1ysfxyDxgb 1 1d, Uysyd  1 2 U1ysf yyDygb 1 1d,
b  4.0, U0  2EF , Dx  0.04L, and Dy  0.19L (see in-
sets). The width of the potential wall and of the openin
are controlled by, respectively,Dx andDy, andU1 determines
the saddle-point height. Without saddle points in the openi
one finds only a very weak asymmetry for CFs between b
field directions as suggested by the calculations for two d
ferent saddle-point heights:U1  0.85 (solid) andU1  0.925
(dashed). The insets in (b) show the different types of trajec
ries atjB0

effj ø 2h̄kFyeL for positive (right) and negative (left)
field directions. Both electron and CF traces show deviatio
from those corresponding to the focusing condition in Eq. (
a downward shift of the peaks for electrons, associated w
the reduction of the Fermi wave vectorke

F in the soft-wall and
saddle regions and a more complex behavior of peak posi
as well as a broadening for those of CFs reflecting the fact t
unlike electrons, CFs are not subject to a constant magn
field, but rather to a range of field strengths.
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different types of CF trajectories start [Fig. 4(b) inset
type-I trajectories that descend into the flat region wh
they may contribute to the magnetic focusing and typ
II trajectories that perform skipping motion near th
potential wall due to the strong effective magnetic fie
[Eq. (2)].

For positive B0
eff, the directions of motion for type-

I and type-II trajectories are identical and equal to t
direction of edge channels. The effective magnetic field
even enhanced in the saddle-point regions, the majorit
the trajectories perform skipping motion along the wa
(II) and only a few type-I orbits exist. Furthermore, th
latter have only a small probability to cross the sadd
point into the right-hand opening, because of the stro
effective magnetic field in this area [see Fig. 4(b), t
right inset]. As a result, the focusing peaks are weaken
For negativeeffective fields, the direction of motion o
type-II orbits remains unchanged, whereas type-I orb
are deflected in theopposite direction. B0

eff and B1y2

have opposite signs and the magnitude ofBeffsx, yd at the
saddles decreases with decreasingB allowing more and
more CF trajectories of type-I to leave the injector and
contribute to the focusing commensurability. In additio
it becomes easier for them to pass over the saddle in
left opening. These arguments account for the increas
size of the focusing peaks (i) and the asymmetry (ii).

For even more negativeB0
eff, the size of the CF

focusing peaks will eventually decrease (as it does
electrons from the first harmonic) due to the decreas
ratio of cyclotron radius to constriction widths. For CF
however, the opening widths are effectively reduce
because of the large phase-space volume occupied
type-II orbits that do not contribute to the focusin
commensurability. For example, one finds forB0

eff  0
more than 40% type-II orbits, reducing the effectiv
constriction widths by almost a factor of 2. This explai
the larger field range over which focusing peaks a
observed (iii).

Transverse magnetic focusing of CFs has previou
been looked for by Goldmanet al. [5] in the conven-
tional dual quantum point contact (QPC) geometry [
Contrary to our experiment in which focusing disappea
when the distance between neighboring cavities exce
1 mm, only for QPC distances of several microns—
order of magnitude larger than the expected CF me
free path—quasiperiodic fluctuations with a pronounc
asymmetry in amplitude around half filling (large amp
tude for Beff . 0) were measured and persisted up
100 mK. When retaining the direction of the extern
magnetic field, but interchanging current and voltage c
tacts, CFs are expected to deflect in the direction oppo
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to that of electrons. However, for this configuration th
expected focusing signals forBeff , 0 were not observed
[12]. Both the experimental data and the simulations
this work do not support this observation. In view o
the large discrepancy between the CF mean free path
QPC distance, an alternative explanation of a fluctuat
Fermi surface based on the quantum Boltzmann trans
equation has been explored in Ref. [13]. Even in the m
netic field region corresponding ton , 1y2 fluctuations
appeared where they were not anticipated, and it was
gued that those were reminiscent of universal conduct
fluctuations [5]. The technique of ensemble averaging
arranging a large number of cavities on a single Hall b
was adopted in this work to effectively suppress condu
tance fluctuations and allow for the observation of the
cusing peaks, which are in remarkable agreement with
“classical” CF dynamics in soft potentials.
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